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Kylie	  Jenner	  Displays	  Bigger,	  Plumper	  Pout:	  Did	  She	  
Get	  More	  Lip	  Fillers?	  

Kylie Jenner has always had a sexy pout as it’s one of her physical assets. Being a 
makeup mogul, her lips do the talking for her Kylie Lip Kit collection. While promoting 
a new shade of lipstick, the 19-year-old displays her pout on Snapchat and people 
took notice of how much bigger her lips have appeared. 

It’s no secret that Kylie had received lip injections to achieve her plump pout. In one 
episode of Keeping Up With The Kardashians from last year, the youngest of Kris 
Jenner’s daughters revealed that she did get fillers for her lips. 

“I have had temporary lip fillers. It’s just 
something that I wanted to do.” 

People have been over it as Jenner already addressed the rumors that have been 
plaguing her for years during her early teenage life. However, one can easily take 
notice that her lips got fuller this time and speculation is rife that Kylie’s has received 
more injections. 

While it’s unlikely that Kylie will talk about her bigger pout, plastic surgeons believe 
that she may have done some enhancements on her lips. According to Dr. Kirk 
Brandow, a plastic surgeon based in Philadelphia, Jenner may have had fillers but 
not too much, judging by how different she looks in photos from February and 
June, Hollywood Life reported. Brandow, however, believes that the teen used lip 
liners to “accentuate the upper lip.” 



Kylie Jenner’s lips tend to always be a hot topic but it seems that heavy makeup is the 
reason her lips appear to be impossibly larger. As noted by Hollywood Life, she wore 
lighter makeup later in the day and her lips no longer looked that big. 
Kylie has admitted she had insecurities about her lips, which started in middle school. 
In a cover story done by Complex magazine, the Smile Train ambassador recalled a 
time when she felt that nobody would be interested in kissing her because she had 
small lips. 

“This guy I kissed was like, ‘Your lips are really 
small but you’re a really good kisser. I didn’t think 

you were gonna be good at kissing.” 
Kylie had denied getting lip injections fearing that people, especially mothers, would 
hate on her. She wasn’t even 17 at that time and that would be a bad example for 
young girls. But she realized that getting the truth out there is more important. 

Jenner admitted that she still gets fillers from time to time but she no longer overdoes 
it. She also noted that she never went as far as getting permanent plastic surgery. 

	  


